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Abstract - In this paper we present IDAMN, a distrib uted system whose
main functionality is to track and detect mobile intruders in real-time.
IDAMN includes two algorithms which model the behaviour of users in
terms of both telephony activity and migration pattern. The main nov-
elty of our architecture is its ability to perform intrusion detection in the
visited location and within the duration of a typical call as opposed to
existing designs that require the reporting of all call data to the home
location in order to perform the actual detection. The algorithms and
the components of IDAMN have been designed in order to minimize the
overhead incurred in the fixed part of the cellular network.
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1 Intr oduction

Internetworks of the future will allow and promote universal access. Users will be able to
access the network at a multitude of access points separated by significant geographic dis-
tances and many administrative boundaries. This phenomenon has introduced new security
issues compared to traditional fixed networks because of the lack of physical protection of the
mobile network access points and of the transmission on the radio path. In order to protect a
mobile network, two complementary security approaches can be considered:prevention and
detection.

The prevention approach consists in reducing the risk of threats by insuring that users respect
the rules of usage of the network services. A well-known mechanism isauthentication based
on shared secrets [2]. The detection approach consists in looking for events indicating unusual
activity on the network. The detection can be performed on-line and it is calledintrusion
detection.

Several authentication protocols such as Global System for Mobile communications (GSM)
[20], Digital European Cordless Telephone (DECT) [18] and Cellular Digital Packet Data

1. The work described herein was part of a joint project funded by the IBM Zürich Research Laboratory
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(CDPD) [19] for personal communications systems have been proposed by standard Organiza-
tions. Other prevention based mechanisms, using different techniques, have also been proposed
in the research literature [3],[4]. Independently of the approach adopted, the objectives are to
counteract security threats such as masquerading and eavesdropping.

However, under certain situations, authentication mechanisms are not sufficient to protect the
mobile network against threats such as the theft of the mobile unit, security holes in the soft-
ware or hardware implementation, network facility and subscription fraud. Hence, if an ade-
quate level of security is required, it is relevant to provide in addition to authentication a
complementary security mechanism to mobile networks which is intrusion detection. There-
fore, motivated by these problems, we made the specific design of a distributed Intrusion
Detection Architecture for Mobile Networks (IDAMN).

This paper presents the functionalities of IDAMN as well as the intrusion detection algorithms
used. We begin by briefly presenting the limitation of existing intrusion detection systems for
both fixed and mobile networks. We then present in Section 3 the simulation platform which
was used to test our prototype. In Section 4 we describe the different network entities of
IDAMN allowing the monitoring of the telephony activity and the itineraries of the mobile
users. The corresponding intrusion detection algorithms are described in Section 5 and Section
6 respectively. Finally, we demonstrate the efficiency of our algorithms and show that an
implementation of IDAMN in a real network is feasible.

2 Background and Motivation

The first intrusion detection systems (IDS) were developed for the fixed networks. Their goal
was to provide a sense of security while allowing computers and data networks to operate in an
open mode. In fact, early IDSs were designed to monitor a single host by analysing audit trails
provided by operating systems of computers [12], [13]. However, more recent IDS have been
developed to accommodate the monitoring of hosts interconnected by a local area network.
Examples of such systems are SRI's Intrusion Detection Expert System (IDES) [9], [11], Los
Alamos National Laboratory's Network Anomaly Detection and Intrusion Reporter (NADIR)
[8] and UC Davis' Distributed Intrusion Detection System (DIDS) [14]. A review of these IDS
can be found in [5] and [6].

Even if such IDSs are efficient in their contexts, they can hardly be ported to a wide area net-
work managing millions of subscribers. Moreover, they can not take into account the mobility
of users who may be connected to large scale networks from different access points separated
by significant geographic distances.

In the case of mobile networks, the first IDS was developed for the analog cellular network
Advanced Mobile Phone System (AMPS) [16]. AMPS prevention mechanism is only based on
identification and the open access to the radio gave intruders the opportunity tomasquerade as
a legitimate subscriber to make free calls. Moreover, as it was impossible for operators to add
authentication mechanisms in the existing network, the only solution was therefore to build an
IDS to avoid improper billing of legitimate subscribers. The basic idea of this system is to
modify the existing database Home location Register HLR and the Visitor Location Register
(VLR) in order to add some intrusion detection procedures. These procedures are in fact
derived from algorithms based on the detection of credit card fraud.

The most recent system for mobile networks is the IDS developed by Digital Equipment Cor-
poration [17]. The goal of this system is to provide intrusion detection mechanisms for analog
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and for digital mobile networks. Hence, it is able to detect clones in analog mobile networks as
well as to alleviate subscription fraud in GSM. This IDS relies on the ability of the Mobile
Switching Centres (MSC) to temporarily record the call data generated by each mobile user.
Then, the monitored information is transferred to a central site (Fraud Manager) for process-
ing, and the verifications are performed «off-line».

In general, even if some existing commercial mobile networks contain authentication mecha-
nisms, operators still want an external IDS to monitor their subscribers in order to alleviate
unknown potential threats. Because the above mentioned systems need at least 3 days1 to per-
form intrusion detection, it is relevant to build an efficient architecture while minimizing the
overhead incurred in the mobile network. Moreover, the existing algorithms are based on
thresholds which are delicate to choose as they usually depend on the human experience of the
system.

In addition to avoid the aforementioned drawbacks of existing IDSs for mobile networks, we
have taken into account the following design criteria:

• Minor modifications of the existing mobile network entities

• Fast algorithms to track intruders without having any a priori knowledge of the
subscriber's behaviour

• Minimal transfer of information between IDAMN entities in order to detect an
intrusion

In contrast to the existing systems that analyse the mobility of users by simply verifying the
speed of mobile units, IDAMN benefits from a new algorithm for the verification of the user's
itinerary pattern.

3 The simulation platform

The experimental platform is composed of IDAMN and of a Wireless NEtwork Simulator
(WINES) which is a complex digital cellular network simulator implemented in accordance to
the GSM technical specifications. However, IDAMN is not specific to GSM networks and can
easily be adapted to other cellular networks; in that case the module converting signalling mes-
sages into statistical data must be adapted accordingly. Both WINES and IDAMN have been
developed with a modular approach using OPNET software [26].

The reasons for choosing a GSM network simulator are twofold. Firstly, GSM does not pro-
vide intrusion detection services to operators despite the fact thatnetwork facility andsub-
scription fraud have been encountered in this network. Secondly, the provision of a wide range
of traffic generators spread over a wide geographic area is costly and difficult to perform.
These problems can be overcome by the use of simulators which also present the advantage of
exact repeatability of successive runs (useful during software implementation).

3.1  GSM specific procedures

WINES is able to simulate the whole network as well as the mobile stations at the protocol
level. In other words, the resulting platform model simulates the Base Station Sub-system, the
Network Sub-system and the Mobile Station (all GSM and IDAMN entities are independent
software modules). All layer-3 messages exchanged by the different GSM entities, have the

1. Depending of the actual location of the user
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same format as described in the GSM technical specifications. A full description of WINES
can be found in [7]. The following procedures specific to digital cellular mobile networks have
been implemented:

• Mobile Originating call (MO). The mobile user can make a call towards the Pub-
lic Switching Telephony Network (PSTN); the frequency and duration of these
calls are parametrizable as well.

• Mobile Terminating call (MT). Calls can also be initiated by the PSTN which
asks the Gateway Mobile Switching Centre (MSC) for routing information.

• Handover1. During a call the Base Station Controller (BSC) continuously analy-
ses the measurements results sent by the Base Tranceiver Station (BTS) in order
to decide on a potential handover. Depending on the situation, 4 types of hando-
vers can be performed (internal-handover, inter-BSC-handover, inter-MSC-
handover, subsequent-handover) as described in [22].

• Location updating (locup). This procedure is triggered by the MS each time its
current location area changes [23]. If the old location area is under the control of
the same MSC then aninter-BSC-locup procedure is performed. Otherwise, if the
old and the new location area are managed by two distinct MSCs then aninter-
MSC-locup procedure is performed.

During each simulation run, the GSM platform will generate signalling traffic data which will
be collected by IDAMN in order to detect intrusive activities.

3.2  Traffic Generators

It is difficult to obtain audit data generated by real GSM users from operators who want to
insure the confidentiality of their network parameters and the privacy of their subscribers. In
order to generate realistic user data traffic within the network simulator, we made the specific
design of a mobile stationsGenerator.

The goal of a Generator is to simulate various mobile station behaviour models in order to test
the different intrusion detection algorithms of IDAMN. In avoiding to prevaricate the detection
results, the characteristics of the generated traffic must be as close as possible to the real traffic
for a given GSM topology. Therefore, each parameter of a Generator is adjusted to activate a
particular category ofreal GSM subscribers as presented in Table1. This table describes GSM
subscribers in terms of marketing2 groups and was provided by a French operator. In other
words, the values obtained from Table1 were used to set the different parameters of the mobile
station generators in the simulation platform.

Each Generator is able to simulate a group of 1000 mobile stations with the same behaviour.
The frequency and the duration of MO calls are parametrizable and the peak hours (busy
period during the day) can also be defined. For each user, a behaviour scenario is established at
the beginning of the simulation depending on two statistical distributions: the duration of calls
follows an exponential distribution whereas the arrival of calls follows a Poisson distribution.
These assumptions have been shown to be reasonably accurate for mobile telephone networks.
In addition to the telephony activity, the parameters corresponding to the mobility of users can
be defined (number of location updates and location areas traversed).

1. Changing of cell without interrupting the call.
2. This classification of GSM subscribers was obtained from a french operator
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A simulation run can represent the behaviour of the network during one day. Therefore, a sin-
gle Generator is able to simulate a population of 400 mobile stations during working days or
week-ends.

4 Functionalities of IDAMN

The challenge was to model IDAMN in order to detect an intruder «on-line» while minimizing
the overhead incurred in the cellular network. For this purpose, we have defined a set of analy-
sis functions which are spread over the whole network. In fact, these functions are performed
by different distributed entities of IDAMN in order to monitor mobile users.

The main novelty of our architecture is its ability to perform intrusion detection in the visited
location and within the duration of a typical call as opposed to existing designs that require the
reporting of all call data to the home location in order to perform the actual detection. In other
words, the performance of IDAMN rely on the transfer of statistical information of small size
instead of centralizing large amounts of audit data like in existing IDSs for mobile networks
[16], [17].

4.1  Multi-Level Intrusion Detection

We have defined three different levels of analysis which can be summarized as follows:

• Level 1 - velocity and clone verification: this consists of a fast intrusion detection
by verifying the speed of a mobile user or existing clones (the same user being
active in two different parts of the network at the same time).

• Level 2 - component wise verification: the system measures the impact of the
subscriber behaviour on the different GSM entities. For instance high activity of a
switch in an area with a low density of inhabitants, may be a symptom of intru-
sion.

a. Value in minutes
b. Value in minutes
c. Mobile to Land
d. Mobile to Mobile

Type of User DOMESTIC CORPORATE BUSINESS ROAMER

Daily Usagea 10-15 30-40 15-20 30 +

Calls per Week 12-16 20-25 12-15 25 +

National Call 95% 75% 99% 95%

International Call 5% 25% 1% 5%

Average Durationb < 5 10 < 10 10 +

Call Time Off peak Peak Time business Hours Any

Destination Call Mostly local Nation Wide Local International

Origin of Call Home Cell Any MSC/BSC Same MSC All

Type of Call MTLc MTL andMTMd MTL MTL and MTM

Table 1 : Classification of GSM subscribers
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• Level 3 - intrusion detection per user: this is the most significant intrusion detec-
tion analysis as the resulting procedure evaluates every deviation from the normal
user's normal behaviour profile or «signature».

In the case of the level-3 analysis the basic idea of detecting an intruder relies on the system's
ability to learn the normal behaviour of the subscriber by creating auser profile. The profiles
of IDAMN are designed to require a minimum amount of storage for historical data per mobile
user and yet require relevant information that can efficiently be used during the detection proc-
ess. An intruder impersonating the real subscriber will have a different behaviour and thus will
generate a significant deviation from the standard profile [9].

In the case of GSM, the signature of the user is defined by 3 profiles: a mobility-profile, an
activity-profile and a speech-profile1. Each profile will help in raising different intrusion
alarms that a rule based system will analyse in order to give the final decision. Therefore, for-
bidding a mobile user to lend his mobile station becomes a mandatory security policy in this
context.

Figure 1 : Portion of the Global Platform

4.2  IDAMN Network Entities

The relevant information for modelling the user's behaviour as well as detecting an intrusion
are distributed over the various entities of the GSM Network Sub-System. In order to minimize
the computational overhead incurred in both IDAMN and GSM, the procedures addressing the
different level of intrusion detection are spread over two dedicated machines: theGlobal Mon-
itor (GM) and theIntrusion Detector (ID) as depicted in Figure 1.

1. A speech verification algorithm is envisioned but has not been developed yet.

ID

WINES

MS

(GSM)
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IDAMN
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The main purpose of the GM is to manage and to save over a long period the profiles of the
subscribers. Moreover, the GM is in charge of executing the procedures corresponding to level
1 and level 2 of intrusion detection. The results of these 2 first analyses are processed by a rule
based system which generates aglobal report to be passed to the ID.

The ID performs level 1 (detection of a clone at the location area level) and level 3 of intrusion
detection. The ID is directly connected to the anchor1 MSC and makes a copy of the relevant
signalling messages generated by the mobile users. Depending on the nature of the messages,
the ID initializes a set of statistical variables and requests the activity and mobility profiles
from the GM as well as the global report concerning the mobile user. Then, the ID is able to
detect a potential intrusion by comparing the variables to the received profiles according to
some thresholds.

The GM is able to access the HLR via the GSM standard protocol MAP/C in contrast to the ID
which can retrieve information from the VLR using the MAP/B protocol [24] if required.
Moreover, a single ID is associated with each MSC allowing IDAMN to have a complete view
on the mobile user in order to analyse histelephony activity and hismigration pattern as dis-
cussed in the following sections.

5 Monitoring the Telephony Activity

The telephony activity of a mobile user is defined by two statistical vectors: theCall Vector
and theSession Vector. The values of these vectors are initialized by the ID upon receiving sig-
nalling messages from the anchor MSC as depicted in Figure 2.

Figure 2 : Call Vectors initialized with GSM signalling messages

The Call Vector  is a local magnitude which models theith MO. We denote by  and

respectively the time when the MS triggered amo-call-start and amo-call-stop procedure.
Upon receiving the GSM call management messages, the ID computes a statistical call vector
over the duration of an outgoing call ( ) , number of handovers performed2 ( ) and

inactivity between two calls ( ). The expression of  is as follows:

1. In GSM terminology, this is an MSC managing the MS at the beginning of a call
2. Each time a handover procedure is performed,  is increased by one
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(1)

The Session Vector  is a global magnitude which models thejth session of the user in terms
of network connection duration ( ) total number of calls (  total duration of calls ( ) and

the total number of handovers . The expression of  is the following:

(2)

The high-speed intrusion detection algorithm which is able to interpret these vectors is based
on the IDES approach [10]. However, our algorithm takes into account the specific context of
wide cellular networks managing millions of subscribers such as GSM, whilst minimizing the
computation overhead and the amount of data transferred between IDAMN entities.

In doing so, the telephony activity profile of a user is updated in a recursive way each time a

new vector1  (i.e.  or ) is initialized by the ID. Moreover, before incorporating a new

vector  into the profile , which is composed of a mean vector  and a covariance

matrix , we first compute  and  by multiplying each observed vector  by the follow-

ing weight:

(3)

where  is the forgetting factor ( ). This method creates a sliding time window for the
observed vector which has the effect to favour the recent behaviour of the user. Therefore, if

has been previously computed over firstn vectors (withn smaller than 30), the ID updates the
mean vector as follows:

(4)

and the covariance matrix is computed as follows:

(5)
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wheret denotes the matrix transposition operation. Hence, the GM will not have to store all

observed vectors in its database as the profile to be saved is .

Once  has been generated, detecting an abnormal activity consists in computing the distance

between a new vector  and the mean vector which is a function of the cluster of then pre-

vious vectors. If this distance is smaller than a threshold then, the new  is considered

to be normal. Otherwise, the following inequation denotes the detection test for the abnormal
case:

(6)

where  represents the inverse matrix of . We performed several experiments using differ-

ent kinds of thresholds aiming to maximize the detection rate and to minimize the false alarm
rate. Consequently, we obtain the best results with the following decision criterion:

(7)

The threshold  is nota priori fixed but is computed over then first observed vectors for

each user. Other thresholds have been used but the false alarm rate was high (between 20 to
50%) even if all intrusion scenarios were detected.

For each mobile user belonging to a specific category of subscriber, 300 intrusive session vec-
tors were tested (one session representing one day of connection to the network). Almost1

every intrusive session was detected (at least 80%) with a false alarm rate varying from 2% to
5% as shown in Table5. Much better performance was obtained with the call vector analysis
(600 to 2000 vectors tested per user) as the false alarm rates were under 2% with a minimum
detection rate of 60%. In every case, if a high intrusive activity is simulated, 100% of the
matching vectors are detected; this corresponds to an intruder trying to misuse the network
services extensively as already noticed in existing analog mobile networks.

6 Monitoring Users’ Roaming

In addition to the telephony activity analysis, IDAMN includes a detection mechanism based
on the monitoring of the users’ travelling in the network. This mechanism It takes into account

1. Depending on the category of user (domestic, corporate etc.)

Category of user
Call false
alarm rate

Call
detection

rate

Session
false alarm

rate

Session
detection

rate

DOMESTIC 1% 67 to 100% 2% 80 to 100%

BUSINESS 1% 88 to 100% 2% 90 to 100%

CORPORATE 1% 60 to 100% 5% 87 to 100%

ROAMER 2% 82 to 100% 1% 95 to 100%

Table 2 : False Alarm and Detection rates
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the areas visited by a subscriber as well as the most frequent itineraries followed. A mobility
behaviour profile based on a graph model (with transition probabilities) is established depend-
ing on the frequency of location area crossings of the mobile user. This mobility profile is
updated when the location updating procedures are performed (i.e,inter-MSC-locup inter-
BSC-locup).

We assume that the migration of a mobile user is not completely random. For instance, most of
the time a BUSINESS user will roam from his house to his office through a reasonable number
of location areas and well defined cells. For the sake of simplicity, in the rest of the paper we
denote by «cell» a location area.

Then, we associate to each cell a state, and compute the state transition probability. Depending
on the itinerary1 observed from the location update signalling messages, the probabilities of
the different itineraries are calculated in order to give more importance to those the most fol-
lowed. In other words, the transition probability going from a statei to a statej is a function of
the number of times the mobile user has effectively traversed celli to cellj.

Let  denote the stochastic variable indicating the cell on which the mobile station is located

after the  location update. Consequently, if  the MS is considered to be disconnected

and if  the MS is camping on celli. Therefore, given that at the previous ((n-1)’th) loca-

tion update the mobile was camping on cell i, the transition probability from celli to j is:

(8)

where  is the number of times a user crossed celli to cell j and  is the total number of out-

put occurrences of celli. At the initial step, we consider that the mobile user can go in all direc-
tions with the same probability2. However, the training period will give higher probabilities to
the most frequent itineraries depending on the migration habits of the user. Hence, the mobility
profile of a user is a graph  where each cell is a state and each transition a probability as

defined by Equation (8). In the example of Figure 3, the user crossed cells 2, 3 and 4n times
whereas cells 1, 3 and 5 were traversed only once.

The detection process consists of comparing the current itinerary in progress (called candidate
itinerary) to the profile  in order to measure a strong deviation from that profile. Let  be

the candidate itinerary composed ofk cells; for each celli of  we compute the average proba-
bility  as follows:

(9)

where  is the total number of outgoing transitions of cell i.

1. An itinerary is composed of successive cells or location area
2. All probabilities are initialized to zero
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Figure 3 : Example of a Mobility Profile

The ultimate detection test is performed by analysing a doubt factor  ( ). Moving from

cell i to cell j will be considered as abnormal if . In that case, the doubt factor is

reduced as follows:  (with ). Otherwise, if  then  is augmented with a

positive value depending on the following situations:.

• If the cell has already been crossed then the doubt factor is increased byH as fol-
lows: .

• If the mobile unit arrives in a new cell for the first timeVd is incremented as fol-

lows: ,

wherel represents the number of cells composing which have never been encountered dur-
ing earlier update of .

As , we consider that the itinerary is abnormal if . This decision criterion

is tolerant to potential new itineraries of the legitimate user who may roam into visited domain
instead of his usual home domain. This algorithm performs intrusion detection on-line as each
time the mobile user performs a location update procedure it is possible to know whether or not
the current cell traversed is normal.

In fact, parametersF andH depend on the average length of the user's itineraries. For each
mobile user, 300 abnormal itineraries were tested over a population of 400 simulated users.
The false alarm rate is lower than 15% with a detection rate varying from 65% to 100% as
shown in Table5.
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7 IDAMN in Practice

Intrusion alarms are raised when the detector notices a strong deviation of the mobile user
behaviour compared to the mobility and activity profiles. Next, these alarms are analysed by a
rule based system which gives the final decision. If an intrusion is detected IDAMN can signal
the network to activate a call bearing procedure or to disconnect the user.

The idea of comparing profiles of users with current session data is not exempt from potential
problems. An intruder impersonating the subscriber can gradually modify his behaviour in
order to escape detection. However, this implies that the attacker knows a priori the telephony
activity as well as the migration pattern of the user. In a real large scale wireless network, it
will be difficult for an attacker to obtainall audit data generated by the mobile user if a mini-
mal service of privacy is provided by the means of encryption1. On the other hand, if the
mobile network does not benefit from authentication and confidentiality mechanisms, then
IDAMN must be provided with additional algorithms. For instance, intrusion detection algo-
rithms based on speech verification or dialled number analysis will be an issue. Nevertheless, if
we assume that an intruder having succeeded to obtain fraudulent access, his goal will be to
use extensively the network services and thus will be automatically be detected considering the
current version of IDAMN.

In order to demonstrate that implementing IDAMN in a real mobile network is feasible, we
need to prove that the architecture is scalable and the algorithms have a reasonable complexity.
Therefore, we denote byflop (floating point operation) an operation which require one multi-
plication and one addition: .

Thus, the number of flops needed to update the activity profile  is

wherem is the dimension of the statistical vector. In comparison, without the recursive for-

mula, the total number of flops needed to update  will be around . In the case of the

intrusion detection test, we can also compute in a recursive way and hence, the number of

flops needed to perform detection is.

With a DSP of the TMS 320 family [25], a floating point number is coded in 4 bytes and an

integer in 2 bytes. Therefore, the global monitor of IDAMN will need  bytes

1. After being authenticated by the network the user shares a session key for the encryption of the signal-
ling and user data.

Category of user
False alarm

rate
Detection

rate

DOMESTIC 1 to 2% 90 to 100%

BUSINESS 3 to 4% 75 to 90%

CORPORATE 4 to 6% 65 to 90%

ROAMER 5 to 7% 65 to 80%

Table 3 : False Alarm and Detection rates
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for a user's profile ( ). The DSP TMS 320 is able to execute 33 million flops per second. In

our case, we suppose that we need only 1 to execute 1 flop. Table4 summarizes the charac-
teristics of our algorithm.

If the profile  of a user is a graph composed ofm states (or cells) then the complexity for

creating or updating of  is . The computation of  will need aroundm flops and the total

number of operations to perform detection is .

As opposed to the telephony activity algorithm, the memory size to store varies from a cat-

egory of user to the other. For instance, a DOMESTIC user is rather static and the size of his
mobility profile is smaller than the ROAMER user profile. Table5 presents the characteristics
of our algorithm.

The values shown in this table have been computed by considering the maximum number of
cells traversed by each category of user. This algorithm might require more resources than the
vector test algorithms but the time for the detection is also in the order of. Hence, the total
size for both the activity and migration profile for one user is at most 1,5 Kb.

A «real world» implementation of IDAMN can be envisioned. The planning of IDAMN
depends on the topology of the mobile network and in our case on GSM. In general, a HLR
manages 500 000 subscribers and a MSC 40 000 subscribers [1]. Therefore, if the network
comprises 1 000 000 mobile users1, IDAMN will be composed of 2 GMs and 25 IDs which are
interconnected with a 64 Kbits/s leased line and each GM managing at most 13 IDs.

a.In the graph
b.in bytes

1. For instance, 800 000 subscribers are currently using the GSM network of the french operator France
Telecom

Characteristics Call Vector
(m=3)

Session Vector
(m=4)

Time to update a profile 9 µs 14µs

Time for detection 6 µs 8 µs

Size of a profile 40 bytes 60 bytes

Table 4 : Characteristics of the activity analysis

Category of user Number
of cellsa

Matrix
sizeb

Detection
Duration

DOMESTIC 4 32 16µs

BUSINESS 10 200 100µs

CORPORATE 16 512 256µs

ROAMER 24 1152 576µs

Table 5 : Characteristics of the migration analysis

PA

µs

PM

PM m2 pi

m2 m+

PM

µs
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According to [1], during peak hours a MSC receives in average 24 MO calls per second but for
demonstration, we consider the worst case of 40 MO calls per second. If we assume that this
load is the same for the 13 MSCs, then each ID sends in 65 ms  Kbits of profile
requests1 to one GM. Upon receiving these profile requests, the GM must search for the 40
profiles (1 ms needed per user profile2) in order to transmit them to the corresponding ID. The
time needed to perform these operations is around . Hence, because an ID
takes at most 600  to detect an abnormal behaviour, all intrusion detection algorithms can be
performed in less than 1 second.

Note that the user profiles are transmitted only once between the GM and an ID. Upon receiv-
ing new activity or mobility data, the same ID will be able to perform detection immediately
without contacting the GM. Moreover, IDAMN does not save any call detail records because if
the call is normal then the ID updates the profile and the call data is dropped. This has the
advantage to minimize the amount of storage compared to centralized IDSs which have to save
several days of call detail records (cellular billing information) in order to allow the fraud
investigator to view the call activity of the mobile user.

8 Conclusion

This paper presented IDAMN a distributed intrusion detection system for cellular networks.
IDAMN is able to have a complete overview on the mobile user telephony activity and mobil-
ity behaviour. The main novelty of our architecture is its ability to transfer a small user profile
near the location of the serving MSC as opposed to existing systems which require the report-
ing of large amount of audit data to a central monitoring entity. The algorithms have been
designed in order to create and update the user profiles in real time without having a priori
knowledge of the behaviour of the user. Moreover, an alarm can be raised within the duration
of a typical call. Preliminary testing of the components of IDAMN are promising as we can
raise an alarm in less than one second with an intrusion detection rate varying from 70% to
100% whereas the false alarm rate is lower than 5%. Future work includes and enhancement of
IDAMN's functionalities by developing speech and dialled number verification algorithms.
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Abstract - In this paper we present IDAMN, a distrib uted system whose
main functionality is to track and detect mobile intruders in real-time.
IDAMN includes two algorithms which model the behaviour of users in
terms of both telephony activity and migration pattern. The main nov-
elty of our architecture is its ability to perform intrusion detection in the
visited location and within the duration of a typical call as opposed to
existing designs that require the reporting of all call data to the home
location in order to perform the actual detection. The algorithms and
the components of IDAMN have been designed in order to minimize the
overhead incurred in the fixed part of the cellular network.

Keywords: Simulation, protocols, GSM, intrusion detection, network architecture, real-
time, roaming, network facility fraud, subscription fraud.

1 Intr oduction

Internetworks of the future will allow and promote universal access. Users will be able to
access the network at a multitude of access points separated by significant geographic dis-
tances and many administrative boundaries. This phenomenon has introduced new security
issues compared to traditional fixed networks because of the lack of physical protection of the
mobile network access points and of the transmission on the radio path. In order to protect a
mobile network, two complementary security approaches can be considered:prevention and
detection.

The prevention approach consists in reducing the risk of threats by insuring that users respect
the rules of usage of the network services. A well-known mechanism isauthentication based
on shared secrets [2]. The detection approach consists in looking for events indicating unusual
activity on the network. The detection can be performed on-line and it is calledintrusion
detection.

Several authentication protocols such as Global System for Mobile communications (GSM)
[20], Digital European Cordless Telephone (DECT) [18] and Cellular Digital Packet Data

1. The work described herein was part of a joint project funded by the IBM Zürich Research Laboratory
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(CDPD) [19] for personal communications systems have been proposed by standard Organiza-
tions. Other prevention based mechanisms, using different techniques, have also been proposed
in the research literature [3],[4]. Independently of the approach adopted, the objectives are to
counteract security threats such as masquerading and eavesdropping.

However, under certain situations, authentication mechanisms are not sufficient to protect the
mobile network against threats such as the theft of the mobile unit, security holes in the soft-
ware or hardware implementation, network facility and subscription fraud. Hence, if an ade-
quate level of security is required, it is relevant to provide in addition to authentication a
complementary security mechanism to mobile networks which is intrusion detection. There-
fore, motivated by these problems, we made the specific design of a distributed Intrusion
Detection Architecture for Mobile Networks (IDAMN).

This paper presents the functionalities of IDAMN as well as the intrusion detection algorithms
used. We begin by briefly presenting the limitation of existing intrusion detection systems for
both fixed and mobile networks. We then present in Section 3 the simulation platform which
was used to test our prototype. In Section 4 we describe the different network entities of
IDAMN allowing the monitoring of the telephony activity and the itineraries of the mobile
users. The corresponding intrusion detection algorithms are described in Section 5 and Section
6 respectively. Finally, we demonstrate the efficiency of our algorithms and show that an
implementation of IDAMN in a real network is feasible.

2 Background and Motivation

The first intrusion detection systems (IDS) were developed for the fixed networks. Their goal
was to provide a sense of security while allowing computers and data networks to operate in an
open mode. In fact, early IDSs were designed to monitor a single host by analysing audit trails
provided by operating systems of computers [12], [13]. However, more recent IDS have been
developed to accommodate the monitoring of hosts interconnected by a local area network.
Examples of such systems are SRI's Intrusion Detection Expert System (IDES) [9], [11], Los
Alamos National Laboratory's Network Anomaly Detection and Intrusion Reporter (NADIR)
[8] and UC Davis' Distributed Intrusion Detection System (DIDS) [14]. A review of these IDS
can be found in [5] and [6].

Even if such IDSs are efficient in their contexts, they can hardly be ported to a wide area net-
work managing millions of subscribers. Moreover, they can not take into account the mobility
of users who may be connected to large scale networks from different access points separated
by significant geographic distances.

In the case of mobile networks, the first IDS was developed for the analog cellular network
Advanced Mobile Phone System (AMPS) [16]. AMPS prevention mechanism is only based on
identification and the open access to the radio gave intruders the opportunity tomasquerade as
a legitimate subscriber to make free calls. Moreover, as it was impossible for operators to add
authentication mechanisms in the existing network, the only solution was therefore to build an
IDS to avoid improper billing of legitimate subscribers. The basic idea of this system is to
modify the existing database Home location Register HLR and the Visitor Location Register
(VLR) in order to add some intrusion detection procedures. These procedures are in fact
derived from algorithms based on the detection of credit card fraud.

The most recent system for mobile networks is the IDS developed by Digital Equipment Cor-
poration [17]. The goal of this system is to provide intrusion detection mechanisms for analog
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and for digital mobile networks. Hence, it is able to detect clones in analog mobile networks as
well as to alleviate subscription fraud in GSM. This IDS relies on the ability of the Mobile
Switching Centres (MSC) to temporarily record the call data generated by each mobile user.
Then, the monitored information is transferred to a central site (Fraud Manager) for process-
ing, and the verifications are performed «off-line».

In general, even if some existing commercial mobile networks contain authentication mecha-
nisms, operators still want an external IDS to monitor their subscribers in order to alleviate
unknown potential threats. Because the above mentioned systems need at least 3 days1 to per-
form intrusion detection, it is relevant to build an efficient architecture while minimizing the
overhead incurred in the mobile network. Moreover, the existing algorithms are based on
thresholds which are delicate to choose as they usually depend on the human experience of the
system.

In addition to avoid the aforementioned drawbacks of existing IDSs for mobile networks, we
have taken into account the following design criteria:

• Minor modifications of the existing mobile network entities

• Fast algorithms to track intruders without having any a priori knowledge of the
subscriber's behaviour

• Minimal transfer of information between IDAMN entities in order to detect an
intrusion

In contrast to the existing systems that analyse the mobility of users by simply verifying the
speed of mobile units, IDAMN benefits from a new algorithm for the verification of the user's
itinerary pattern.

3 The simulation platform

The experimental platform is composed of IDAMN and of a Wireless NEtwork Simulator
(WINES) which is a complex digital cellular network simulator implemented in accordance to
the GSM technical specifications. However, IDAMN is not specific to GSM networks and can
easily be adapted to other cellular networks; in that case the module converting signalling mes-
sages into statistical data must be adapted accordingly. Both WINES and IDAMN have been
developed with a modular approach using OPNET software [26].

The reasons for choosing a GSM network simulator are twofold. Firstly, GSM does not pro-
vide intrusion detection services to operators despite the fact thatnetwork facility andsub-
scription fraud have been encountered in this network. Secondly, the provision of a wide range
of traffic generators spread over a wide geographic area is costly and difficult to perform.
These problems can be overcome by the use of simulators which also present the advantage of
exact repeatability of successive runs (useful during software implementation).

3.1  GSM specific procedures

WINES is able to simulate the whole network as well as the mobile stations at the protocol
level. In other words, the resulting platform model simulates the Base Station Sub-system, the
Network Sub-system and the Mobile Station (all GSM and IDAMN entities are independent
software modules). All layer-3 messages exchanged by the different GSM entities, have the

1. Depending of the actual location of the user
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same format as described in the GSM technical specifications. A full description of WINES
can be found in [7]. The following procedures specific to digital cellular mobile networks have
been implemented:

• Mobile Originating call (MO). The mobile user can make a call towards the Pub-
lic Switching Telephony Network (PSTN); the frequency and duration of these
calls are parametrizable as well.

• Mobile Terminating call (MT). Calls can also be initiated by the PSTN which
asks the Gateway Mobile Switching Centre (MSC) for routing information.

• Handover1. During a call the Base Station Controller (BSC) continuously analy-
ses the measurements results sent by the Base Tranceiver Station (BTS) in order
to decide on a potential handover. Depending on the situation, 4 types of hando-
vers can be performed (internal-handover, inter-BSC-handover, inter-MSC-
handover, subsequent-handover) as described in [22].

• Location updating (locup). This procedure is triggered by the MS each time its
current location area changes [23]. If the old location area is under the control of
the same MSC then aninter-BSC-locup procedure is performed. Otherwise, if the
old and the new location area are managed by two distinct MSCs then aninter-
MSC-locup procedure is performed.

During each simulation run, the GSM platform will generate signalling traffic data which will
be collected by IDAMN in order to detect intrusive activities.

3.2  Traffic Generators

It is difficult to obtain audit data generated by real GSM users from operators who want to
insure the confidentiality of their network parameters and the privacy of their subscribers. In
order to generate realistic user data traffic within the network simulator, we made the specific
design of a mobile stationsGenerator.

The goal of a Generator is to simulate various mobile station behaviour models in order to test
the different intrusion detection algorithms of IDAMN. In avoiding to prevaricate the detection
results, the characteristics of the generated traffic must be as close as possible to the real traffic
for a given GSM topology. Therefore, each parameter of a Generator is adjusted to activate a
particular category ofreal GSM subscribers as presented in Table1. This table describes GSM
subscribers in terms of marketing2 groups and was provided by a French operator. In other
words, the values obtained from Table1 were used to set the different parameters of the mobile
station generators in the simulation platform.

Each Generator is able to simulate a group of 1000 mobile stations with the same behaviour.
The frequency and the duration of MO calls are parametrizable and the peak hours (busy
period during the day) can also be defined. For each user, a behaviour scenario is established at
the beginning of the simulation depending on two statistical distributions: the duration of calls
follows an exponential distribution whereas the arrival of calls follows a Poisson distribution.
These assumptions have been shown to be reasonably accurate for mobile telephone networks.
In addition to the telephony activity, the parameters corresponding to the mobility of users can
be defined (number of location updates and location areas traversed).

1. Changing of cell without interrupting the call.
2. This classification of GSM subscribers was obtained from a french operator
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A simulation run can represent the behaviour of the network during one day. Therefore, a sin-
gle Generator is able to simulate a population of 400 mobile stations during working days or
week-ends.

4 Functionalities of IDAMN

The challenge was to model IDAMN in order to detect an intruder «on-line» while minimizing
the overhead incurred in the cellular network. For this purpose, we have defined a set of analy-
sis functions which are spread over the whole network. In fact, these functions are performed
by different distributed entities of IDAMN in order to monitor mobile users.

The main novelty of our architecture is its ability to perform intrusion detection in the visited
location and within the duration of a typical call as opposed to existing designs that require the
reporting of all call data to the home location in order to perform the actual detection. In other
words, the performance of IDAMN rely on the transfer of statistical information of small size
instead of centralizing large amounts of audit data like in existing IDSs for mobile networks
[16], [17].

4.1  Multi-Level Intrusion Detection

We have defined three different levels of analysis which can be summarized as follows:

• Level 1 - velocity and clone verification: this consists of a fast intrusion detection
by verifying the speed of a mobile user or existing clones (the same user being
active in two different parts of the network at the same time).

• Level 2 - component wise verification: the system measures the impact of the
subscriber behaviour on the different GSM entities. For instance high activity of a
switch in an area with a low density of inhabitants, may be a symptom of intru-
sion.

a. Value in minutes
b. Value in minutes
c. Mobile to Land
d. Mobile to Mobile

Type of User DOMESTIC CORPORATE BUSINESS ROAMER

Daily Usagea 10-15 30-40 15-20 30 +

Calls per Week 12-16 20-25 12-15 25 +

National Call 95% 75% 99% 95%

International Call 5% 25% 1% 5%

Average Durationb < 5 10 < 10 10 +

Call Time Off peak Peak Time business Hours Any

Destination Call Mostly local Nation Wide Local International

Origin of Call Home Cell Any MSC/BSC Same MSC All

Type of Call MTLc MTL andMTMd MTL MTL and MTM

Table 1 : Classification of GSM subscribers
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• Level 3 - intrusion detection per user: this is the most significant intrusion detec-
tion analysis as the resulting procedure evaluates every deviation from the normal
user's normal behaviour profile or «signature».

In the case of the level-3 analysis the basic idea of detecting an intruder relies on the system's
ability to learn the normal behaviour of the subscriber by creating auser profile. The profiles
of IDAMN are designed to require a minimum amount of storage for historical data per mobile
user and yet require relevant information that can efficiently be used during the detection proc-
ess. An intruder impersonating the real subscriber will have a different behaviour and thus will
generate a significant deviation from the standard profile [9].

In the case of GSM, the signature of the user is defined by 3 profiles: a mobility-profile, an
activity-profile and a speech-profile1. Each profile will help in raising different intrusion
alarms that a rule based system will analyse in order to give the final decision. Therefore, for-
bidding a mobile user to lend his mobile station becomes a mandatory security policy in this
context.

Figure 1 : Portion of the Global Platform

4.2  IDAMN Network Entities

The relevant information for modelling the user's behaviour as well as detecting an intrusion
are distributed over the various entities of the GSM Network Sub-System. In order to minimize
the computational overhead incurred in both IDAMN and GSM, the procedures addressing the
different level of intrusion detection are spread over two dedicated machines: theGlobal Mon-
itor (GM) and theIntrusion Detector (ID) as depicted in Figure 1.

1. A speech verification algorithm is envisioned but has not been developed yet.

ID

WINES

MS

(GSM)

ID

IDAMN
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The main purpose of the GM is to manage and to save over a long period the profiles of the
subscribers. Moreover, the GM is in charge of executing the procedures corresponding to level
1 and level 2 of intrusion detection. The results of these 2 first analyses are processed by a rule
based system which generates aglobal report to be passed to the ID.

The ID performs level 1 (detection of a clone at the location area level) and level 3 of intrusion
detection. The ID is directly connected to the anchor1 MSC and makes a copy of the relevant
signalling messages generated by the mobile users. Depending on the nature of the messages,
the ID initializes a set of statistical variables and requests the activity and mobility profiles
from the GM as well as the global report concerning the mobile user. Then, the ID is able to
detect a potential intrusion by comparing the variables to the received profiles according to
some thresholds.

The GM is able to access the HLR via the GSM standard protocol MAP/C in contrast to the ID
which can retrieve information from the VLR using the MAP/B protocol [24] if required.
Moreover, a single ID is associated with each MSC allowing IDAMN to have a complete view
on the mobile user in order to analyse histelephony activity and hismigration pattern as dis-
cussed in the following sections.

5 Monitoring the Telephony Activity

The telephony activity of a mobile user is defined by two statistical vectors: theCall Vector
and theSession Vector. The values of these vectors are initialized by the ID upon receiving sig-
nalling messages from the anchor MSC as depicted in Figure 2.

Figure 2 : Call Vectors initialized with GSM signalling messages

The Call Vector  is a local magnitude which models theith MO. We denote by  and

respectively the time when the MS triggered amo-call-start and amo-call-stop procedure.
Upon receiving the GSM call management messages, the ID computes a statistical call vector
over the duration of an outgoing call ( ) , number of handovers performed2 ( ) and

inactivity between two calls ( ). The expression of  is as follows:

1. In GSM terminology, this is an MSC managing the MS at the beginning of a call
2. Each time a handover procedure is performed,  is increased by one
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(1)

The Session Vector  is a global magnitude which models thejth session of the user in terms
of network connection duration ( ) total number of calls (  total duration of calls ( ) and

the total number of handovers . The expression of  is the following:

(2)

The high-speed intrusion detection algorithm which is able to interpret these vectors is based
on the IDES approach [10]. However, our algorithm takes into account the specific context of
wide cellular networks managing millions of subscribers such as GSM, whilst minimizing the
computation overhead and the amount of data transferred between IDAMN entities.

In doing so, the telephony activity profile of a user is updated in a recursive way each time a

new vector1  (i.e.  or ) is initialized by the ID. Moreover, before incorporating a new

vector  into the profile , which is composed of a mean vector  and a covariance

matrix , we first compute  and  by multiplying each observed vector  by the follow-

ing weight:

(3)

where  is the forgetting factor ( ). This method creates a sliding time window for the
observed vector which has the effect to favour the recent behaviour of the user. Therefore, if

has been previously computed over firstn vectors (withn smaller than 30), the ID updates the
mean vector as follows:

(4)

and the covariance matrix is computed as follows:

(5)

1. Whether it is a call vector or a session vector
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wheret denotes the matrix transposition operation. Hence, the GM will not have to store all

observed vectors in its database as the profile to be saved is .

Once  has been generated, detecting an abnormal activity consists in computing the distance

between a new vector  and the mean vector which is a function of the cluster of then pre-

vious vectors. If this distance is smaller than a threshold then, the new  is considered

to be normal. Otherwise, the following inequation denotes the detection test for the abnormal
case:

(6)

where  represents the inverse matrix of . We performed several experiments using differ-

ent kinds of thresholds aiming to maximize the detection rate and to minimize the false alarm
rate. Consequently, we obtain the best results with the following decision criterion:

(7)

The threshold  is nota priori fixed but is computed over then first observed vectors for

each user. Other thresholds have been used but the false alarm rate was high (between 20 to
50%) even if all intrusion scenarios were detected.

For each mobile user belonging to a specific category of subscriber, 300 intrusive session vec-
tors were tested (one session representing one day of connection to the network). Almost1

every intrusive session was detected (at least 80%) with a false alarm rate varying from 2% to
5% as shown in Table5. Much better performance was obtained with the call vector analysis
(600 to 2000 vectors tested per user) as the false alarm rates were under 2% with a minimum
detection rate of 60%. In every case, if a high intrusive activity is simulated, 100% of the
matching vectors are detected; this corresponds to an intruder trying to misuse the network
services extensively as already noticed in existing analog mobile networks.

6 Monitoring Users’ Roaming

In addition to the telephony activity analysis, IDAMN includes a detection mechanism based
on the monitoring of the users’ travelling in the network. This mechanism It takes into account

1. Depending on the category of user (domestic, corporate etc.)

Category of user
Call false
alarm rate

Call
detection

rate

Session
false alarm

rate

Session
detection

rate

DOMESTIC 1% 67 to 100% 2% 80 to 100%

BUSINESS 1% 88 to 100% 2% 90 to 100%

CORPORATE 1% 60 to 100% 5% 87 to 100%

ROAMER 2% 82 to 100% 1% 95 to 100%

Table 2 : False Alarm and Detection rates
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the areas visited by a subscriber as well as the most frequent itineraries followed. A mobility
behaviour profile based on a graph model (with transition probabilities) is established depend-
ing on the frequency of location area crossings of the mobile user. This mobility profile is
updated when the location updating procedures are performed (i.e,inter-MSC-locup inter-
BSC-locup).

We assume that the migration of a mobile user is not completely random. For instance, most of
the time a BUSINESS user will roam from his house to his office through a reasonable number
of location areas and well defined cells. For the sake of simplicity, in the rest of the paper we
denote by «cell» a location area.

Then, we associate to each cell a state, and compute the state transition probability. Depending
on the itinerary1 observed from the location update signalling messages, the probabilities of
the different itineraries are calculated in order to give more importance to those the most fol-
lowed. In other words, the transition probability going from a statei to a statej is a function of
the number of times the mobile user has effectively traversed celli to cellj.

Let  denote the stochastic variable indicating the cell on which the mobile station is located

after the  location update. Consequently, if  the MS is considered to be disconnected

and if  the MS is camping on celli. Therefore, given that at the previous ((n-1)’th) loca-

tion update the mobile was camping on cell i, the transition probability from celli to j is:

(8)

where  is the number of times a user crossed celli to cell j and  is the total number of out-

put occurrences of celli. At the initial step, we consider that the mobile user can go in all direc-
tions with the same probability2. However, the training period will give higher probabilities to
the most frequent itineraries depending on the migration habits of the user. Hence, the mobility
profile of a user is a graph  where each cell is a state and each transition a probability as

defined by Equation (8). In the example of Figure 3, the user crossed cells 2, 3 and 4n times
whereas cells 1, 3 and 5 were traversed only once.

The detection process consists of comparing the current itinerary in progress (called candidate
itinerary) to the profile  in order to measure a strong deviation from that profile. Let  be

the candidate itinerary composed ofk cells; for each celli of  we compute the average proba-
bility  as follows:

(9)

where  is the total number of outgoing transitions of cell i.

1. An itinerary is composed of successive cells or location area
2. All probabilities are initialized to zero
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Figure 3 : Example of a Mobility Profile

The ultimate detection test is performed by analysing a doubt factor  ( ). Moving from

cell i to cell j will be considered as abnormal if . In that case, the doubt factor is

reduced as follows:  (with ). Otherwise, if  then  is augmented with a

positive value depending on the following situations:.

• If the cell has already been crossed then the doubt factor is increased byH as fol-
lows: .

• If the mobile unit arrives in a new cell for the first timeVd is incremented as fol-

lows: ,

wherel represents the number of cells composing which have never been encountered dur-
ing earlier update of .

As , we consider that the itinerary is abnormal if . This decision criterion

is tolerant to potential new itineraries of the legitimate user who may roam into visited domain
instead of his usual home domain. This algorithm performs intrusion detection on-line as each
time the mobile user performs a location update procedure it is possible to know whether or not
the current cell traversed is normal.

In fact, parametersF andH depend on the average length of the user's itineraries. For each
mobile user, 300 abnormal itineraries were tested over a population of 400 simulated users.
The false alarm rate is lower than 15% with a detection rate varying from 65% to 100% as
shown in Table5.
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7 IDAMN in Practice

Intrusion alarms are raised when the detector notices a strong deviation of the mobile user
behaviour compared to the mobility and activity profiles. Next, these alarms are analysed by a
rule based system which gives the final decision. If an intrusion is detected IDAMN can signal
the network to activate a call bearing procedure or to disconnect the user.

The idea of comparing profiles of users with current session data is not exempt from potential
problems. An intruder impersonating the subscriber can gradually modify his behaviour in
order to escape detection. However, this implies that the attacker knows a priori the telephony
activity as well as the migration pattern of the user. In a real large scale wireless network, it
will be difficult for an attacker to obtainall audit data generated by the mobile user if a mini-
mal service of privacy is provided by the means of encryption1. On the other hand, if the
mobile network does not benefit from authentication and confidentiality mechanisms, then
IDAMN must be provided with additional algorithms. For instance, intrusion detection algo-
rithms based on speech verification or dialled number analysis will be an issue. Nevertheless, if
we assume that an intruder having succeeded to obtain fraudulent access, his goal will be to
use extensively the network services and thus will be automatically be detected considering the
current version of IDAMN.

In order to demonstrate that implementing IDAMN in a real mobile network is feasible, we
need to prove that the architecture is scalable and the algorithms have a reasonable complexity.
Therefore, we denote byflop (floating point operation) an operation which require one multi-
plication and one addition: .

Thus, the number of flops needed to update the activity profile  is

wherem is the dimension of the statistical vector. In comparison, without the recursive for-

mula, the total number of flops needed to update  will be around . In the case of the

intrusion detection test, we can also compute in a recursive way and hence, the number of

flops needed to perform detection is.

With a DSP of the TMS 320 family [25], a floating point number is coded in 4 bytes and an

integer in 2 bytes. Therefore, the global monitor of IDAMN will need  bytes

1. After being authenticated by the network the user shares a session key for the encryption of the signal-
ling and user data.

Category of user
False alarm

rate
Detection

rate

DOMESTIC 1 to 2% 90 to 100%

BUSINESS 3 to 4% 75 to 90%

CORPORATE 4 to 6% 65 to 90%

ROAMER 5 to 7% 65 to 80%

Table 3 : False Alarm and Detection rates
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for a user's profile ( ). The DSP TMS 320 is able to execute 33 million flops per second. In

our case, we suppose that we need only 1 to execute 1 flop. Table4 summarizes the charac-
teristics of our algorithm.

If the profile  of a user is a graph composed ofm states (or cells) then the complexity for

creating or updating of  is . The computation of  will need aroundm flops and the total

number of operations to perform detection is .

As opposed to the telephony activity algorithm, the memory size to store varies from a cat-

egory of user to the other. For instance, a DOMESTIC user is rather static and the size of his
mobility profile is smaller than the ROAMER user profile. Table5 presents the characteristics
of our algorithm.

The values shown in this table have been computed by considering the maximum number of
cells traversed by each category of user. This algorithm might require more resources than the
vector test algorithms but the time for the detection is also in the order of. Hence, the total
size for both the activity and migration profile for one user is at most 1,5 Kb.

A «real world» implementation of IDAMN can be envisioned. The planning of IDAMN
depends on the topology of the mobile network and in our case on GSM. In general, a HLR
manages 500 000 subscribers and a MSC 40 000 subscribers [1]. Therefore, if the network
comprises 1 000 000 mobile users1, IDAMN will be composed of 2 GMs and 25 IDs which are
interconnected with a 64 Kbits/s leased line and each GM managing at most 13 IDs.

a.In the graph
b.in bytes

1. For instance, 800 000 subscribers are currently using the GSM network of the french operator France
Telecom

Characteristics Call Vector
(m=3)

Session Vector
(m=4)

Time to update a profile 9 µs 14µs

Time for detection 6 µs 8 µs

Size of a profile 40 bytes 60 bytes

Table 4 : Characteristics of the activity analysis

Category of user Number
of cellsa

Matrix
sizeb

Detection
Duration

DOMESTIC 4 32 16µs

BUSINESS 10 200 100µs

CORPORATE 16 512 256µs

ROAMER 24 1152 576µs

Table 5 : Characteristics of the migration analysis
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According to [1], during peak hours a MSC receives in average 24 MO calls per second but for
demonstration, we consider the worst case of 40 MO calls per second. If we assume that this
load is the same for the 13 MSCs, then each ID sends in 65 ms  Kbits of profile
requests1 to one GM. Upon receiving these profile requests, the GM must search for the 40
profiles (1 ms needed per user profile2) in order to transmit them to the corresponding ID. The
time needed to perform these operations is around . Hence, because an ID
takes at most 600  to detect an abnormal behaviour, all intrusion detection algorithms can be
performed in less than 1 second.

Note that the user profiles are transmitted only once between the GM and an ID. Upon receiv-
ing new activity or mobility data, the same ID will be able to perform detection immediately
without contacting the GM. Moreover, IDAMN does not save any call detail records because if
the call is normal then the ID updates the profile and the call data is dropped. This has the
advantage to minimize the amount of storage compared to centralized IDSs which have to save
several days of call detail records (cellular billing information) in order to allow the fraud
investigator to view the call activity of the mobile user.

8 Conclusion

This paper presented IDAMN a distributed intrusion detection system for cellular networks.
IDAMN is able to have a complete overview on the mobile user telephony activity and mobil-
ity behaviour. The main novelty of our architecture is its ability to transfer a small user profile
near the location of the serving MSC as opposed to existing systems which require the report-
ing of large amount of audit data to a central monitoring entity. The algorithms have been
designed in order to create and update the user profiles in real time without having a priori
knowledge of the behaviour of the user. Moreover, an alarm can be raised within the duration
of a typical call. Preliminary testing of the components of IDAMN are promising as we can
raise an alarm in less than one second with an intrusion detection rate varying from 70% to
100% whereas the false alarm rate is lower than 5%. Future work includes and enhancement of
IDAMN's functionalities by developing speech and dialled number verification algorithms.
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